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MARC O D E MA S I
Designer
He got his human and work experiences between social business
activities, no-profit company and collaborations with design studios,
companies and artisans. Thanks to these activities He could win the
German Design Award, the Idustrial Design Award and the European
Product Design Award and he could partecipate at ADI Index and
Compasso d’Oro.
In his design process the goal is always to offer a content with a strong
communicative character. His approach to design begins from the
concept, which then, always looking for innovative features in all its
details, develops into the study and the project development.
His design is inspired by the simplicity. Using the right poetic
metaphors each product can express with elegance both its functions
that its beauty.
Marco takes advantage of whole the creative process starting from the
concept, using the preparatory drawings, mockups and the prototypes.
He finds stimulating and useful for the project to work inside factories
and laboratories. When the designer is in close contact with the
workers and craftsmen the product is developed naturally following to
the technical and production needs.

S ILVIA DE MAS I

MILO ZOIA

Architect

Growth hacker

I graduated in Architecture in October 2015 following what had been
my dreams since I was a child.
I immediately wanted to commit all my energies to the qualifying exam
so that I could consider my path ended.

I am a Business and Technology Consulting.
I deal with the design, implementation and administration of IT
systems. I develop and manage software and work with hardware,
network or telecommunication equipment and systems.
Over the years I have gained several experiences in the sector, finding
myself working in the most diverse working environments, both
operational and more managerial.
With my training as a computer expert through my curious spirit and
an intense personal knowledge, I also specialized in the sector of Web
development and programming.
After several years of work in companies, the last of which was the
British Concil in Milan, I decided to return to Rome to get stronger my
professional figure.
So I started on my career as a freelancer, in particular dealing with
web development and SEO specialist.
In addition, with time and experience, I have also gained excellent skills
and competences such as Growth Hacking. As a typical Growth Hacker
I often focus on finding smarter and cheaper alternatives to traditional
marketing, such as using social media, viral marketing or targeted
advertising instead of buying advertisements through more traditional
media such as radio, newspapers and television.
My most important peculiarity is curiosity combined with the desire
to know and do, precisely for this reason I think that the challenges,
especially from a working point of view, are always opportunities for
growth for me.

My greatest passion is the careful and meticulous care of the spaces of
everyday life. I like to study human needs and the function that space
will have to accommodate.
Over time I have learned how fundamental is the story that placesfacts-people can tell, and this is how I now try to direct my design
towards something that is “narrative” rather than purely formal.
This is one of the main reasons that led me to specialize in the
Exhibition Design sector.
Over the years I have acquired rendering and graphic communication
skills, safety in design and awareness of my means and my limits;
precisely these always become a stimulus for me to challenge myself,
set curiosity in motion and find the right amount of adrenaline and
passion that lead me seriously to achieving my goals.
As my career evolved, I developed an excellent predisposition for
teamwork, always recognizing a more than constructive side in
collaboration; I find it essential in good design to have an active
exchange of ideas that stimulates the mind to the continuous and
constant search for optimal solutions.
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COLORI
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È il colore del sole, della luce, dell'oro, dell'allegria, della
purezza (giallo oro), della felicità e della fantasia, del
calore, della tonicità, del dinamismo della creatività,
dell'intelligenza, della saggezza e della parola. Giallo e
nero sono la più potente combinazione di colori.

Maison De Lunettes - Immagine Coordinata
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made for

UpGroup

year

2019

ARCHIME DE

type

lamp

Floor lamp inspired by the burning glasses used by
Archimedes in the Syracuse siege.

product

floor lamp

materials

calacatta vagli marble and steel

The lamp, through the double finishing touches of the
mirror, creates two fundamental effects either a direct
or a scattered light.

Marco De Masi / Designer
profile & portfolio
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A BA’
Wooden table bottle holder. Its oblique pose is frezeed
in the gesture of pouring more wine drinking in good
company.
Through the support of the suitably shaped base, the
bottle holder remains stable in the inclined position.
The inner tube helps keep the wine temperature.
link to video

made for

Hands on Design

year

2018

type

product

product

bottle holder

materials

walnut or durmast

Marco De Masi / Designer
profile & portfolio
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TRIVOLTA
The merging of wood and metal is the concept upon
which this table is based. The combination of these two
materials, a warm one and a cold one, and the various
finishes that can be obtained, provide a remarkable
flexibility for positioning Trivolta in several types of
places.
Just like the original rectangular version, the metal
plates are fixed through the wooden core in order to
compose the top. As a result, three vaults are created
to keep the entire table structure solid and stable.

made for

Officine Tamborrino

year

2017

type

furniture

product

table

materials

steel and solid wood

Marco De Masi / Designer
profile & portfolio
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VOLTA
This table is characterized by a soft sense of industrial
elegance. The standard natural steel finish does exalt
the contrast between wood and metal. The top is
composed of a steel plate and a wooden central core.
By fixing the two metalled elements to the central
wooden part, the entire structure is kept stable and
in place, just like it happened with ancient vaults in
architecture.
Volta was published in the ADI Design Index 2015 and
competed for Compasso D’Oro 2016.

made for

Officine Tamborrino

year

2016

type

furniture

product

table

materials

steel and solid wood

Marco De Masi / Designer
profile & portfolio
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made for

Officine Tamborrino

MONSIE U R

year

2015

Moonsieur is a steel floor lamp which turns light into a
highly personal concept. A furniture item characterized
by a strong identity ideal for home settings such as
living rooms and reading areas.

type

lamp

product

floor lamp

materials

steel

The lampshade form recalls the gesture of saying hello
by lifting your hat.

Marco De Masi / Designer
profile & portfolio
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PE E PSHOW
Smooth compact teak on the outside, white and pure
on the inside.
This capient kitchen cupboard is the perfect solution
for properly stowing away all your kitchen items.

made for

Mother&Child nonprofit organization

year

2014

type

furniture

product

kicthen cabinet

materials

teak wood

Marco De Masi / Designer
profile & portfolio
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TRE STLE KICTHE N
The kitchen becomes a long freestanding island.
With its tripod shaped structure, the workstation
consists of an induction burner, one water point and
a wooden table top.

made for

Mother&Child nonprofit organization

year

2014

type

furniture

product

free standing kicthen

materials

stainless steel and teak wood

Marco De Masi / Designer
profile & portfolio
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made for

Mother&Child nonprofit organization

year

2014

THINK TANK

type

furniture

A tribute to Alvar Aalto and his Tank Chair…
with a difference!

product

armchair

materials

teak and soft wood ALBEFLEX

The research of new materials characterizes this chair.
Flexible padded wood allows for the elegant curve of
the chair that can be admired from all angles.

Marco De Masi / Designer
profile & portfolio
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DU NE
Nature and technology come together and tell their
story with the same voice and evocative materia, their
tale designing a space that gently welcomes and
persuades you to abandon yourself to your deepest
desire.
The Dune collection has its roots in a mix of fine solid
wood and the Teknostone, a solid, hi-tech surface
made of stone and ultra-pure polymers.The product of
this union are tops, consoles and open or door-closed
container units, decorative heating elements and
back-lit mirrors that go together like peaches and
cream.

assistant designer
made for

Animabath

year

2018

type

bathroom

product

furnishing tapware accessories
shower radiator

materials

solid wood and Teknostone

Marco De Masi / Designer
profile & portfolio
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assistant designer

NODE
As if in a puzzle, metal struts fit together to frame the
various dimensions of the units, all vibrantly alive due
to a blend of material and color.
By means of the joints which connect the original
brass structure, the Node collection is able to offer a
slinky, curving variety of form and shape embodying
a design rationale that runs right through the range.

made for

Animabath

year

2018

type

bathroom

product

furnishing tapware accessories
shower radiator

materials

stainless steel and MDF

Marco De Masi / Designer
profile & portfolio
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MIDE
Wood, the real example of furnishing excellence,
transforms the bathroom with its warmth, liberty and
formability into a truly relaxing environment.
The Mide collection has quality as a prerogative and
takes pride in its recognition of crafting and tradition
and innovation and advanced technology as the
perfect blend. Careful attention to detail is evident when
you look at the exquisite finishing of the handmade
wooden panels, the frame in solid wood and the
corpulent decorative elements made of top quality
material.

assistant designer
made for

Animabath

year

2018

type

bathroom

product

furnishing tapware accessories
shower radiator

materials

solid wood and steel

Marco De Masi / Designer
profile & portfolio
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ACHILLE CASTIGLIONI
AND HIS BROTHE RS.
MASTE R OF ITALIAN DE SIGN.
SE OU L
58 years of career, 67 awards, more than 1000
projects in the fields of industrial design, installation
and architecture: these are just some of the numbers
relating to Achille Castiglioni, to which the visitor
is introduced entering the first room. Light and
overlapping graphic panels display these data while
a video gathering pictures and historic shoots of the
Castiglionis is projected on a large screen, defining an
engaging overall scenario.
With the second room, we enter into the heart of the
Milanese context, which is explored from the 1950s
onwards. Various narrative hubs clustered within
kaleidoscopic containers enriched with graphics
and videos offer insight into the family and their
studio, which can now be visited and which has
become a Foundation. The room is completed with
a collection of iconic objects designed by architects
contemporary to Achille Castiglioni

collaborator at
Migliore + Servetto Architects

made for

Project Collective Ltd. and Artmining

year

2019-2020

type

Exhibition Design

project

Achille Castiglioni and his brothers.
Master of italian design. Seoul
Hangaram Seoul Art Center

Silvia De Masi / Architect
profile & portfolio
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Silvia De Masi / Architect
profile & portfolio
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ACHILLE CASTIGLIONI
AND HIS BROTHE RS.
MASTE R OF ITALIAN DE SIGN.
SE OU L
The third room is conceived as a large
Wunderkammer dedicated to the Castiglionis’
creative process in the field of design and installation.
Anonymous design, ready mades and the pairing of
form and function are just some of the manifestations
of this method, which is made accessible to visitors
through a selection of whole or dismantled objects
displayed within a scaffolding that contains the
narration, enhanced by pop graphics.
In the centre of the room, the same structure serves
as a support for colourful boxes that include multiple
narratives made up of images, scale models and
videos, which guide visitors as they discover some
of the most important installations created by the
Castiglioni brothers.

collaborator at
Migliore + Servetto Architects

Silvia De Masi / Architect
profile & portfolio
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Silvia De Masi / Architect
profile & portfolio
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Silvia De Masi / Architect
profile & portfolio
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ACHILLE CASTIGLIONI
AND HIS BROTHE RS.
MASTE R OF ITALIAN DE SIGN.
SE OU L
Finally, the protagonists of the fourth room are the
objects that earned the Castiglionis international
recognition: the “icons”. A system of tables at different
heights has been designed in order to display
these masterpieces of industrial design, which were
conceived for Flos, Alessi and Zanotta, among others.

collaborator at
Migliore + Servetto Architects

The graphic design by Steven Guarnaccia
accompanies visitors as they learn about the objects
on display, offering an ironic interpretation of the
process that led to their creation.
At the end of the exhibition path, within a space
rendered infinite by a play of mirrors, the “Woods
of Posters” comes to life as an ongoing affectionate
tribute to Achille Castiglioni by international graphic
designers.

Silvia De Masi / Architect
profile & portfolio
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Silvia De Masi / Architect
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Silvia De Masi / Architect
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MEDARDO ROS SO, PAL AZZO
ALTEMPS

In the historic center of Rome the magnificent
“Palazzo Altemps”, hidden behind Piazza Navona,
hosts for the first time in Rome an exhibition
dedicated to the genius of modern sculpture Medardo
Rosso.
The room on the main floor, which offers a special
view onto Piazza Navona, hosts the first introductory
moment leading to further investigation into the
artist’s activities. This is developed along a central
table, in the midst of the elements of the permanent
collection. The layout in the spacious main room
defines the space with extreme lightness. The 21
sculptures are displayed on individual supports and
define the rhythm for reading the different groups
through the distances between the parts. The lightweight, tubular metal wireframes that serve as the
base thus replicate the dual plane of the original
aisles and draw on philological criteria to respect the
height and the positioning chosen for each sculpture
by the artist himself. Entering into an osmotic dialogue
with the main room, a long photographic gallery on
the west side runs along the exhibition hall, hosting
the contact films of the photos of the sculpture on
display, which were taken by Medardo himself.
Finally, the 7 sculptures by Medardo Rosso dedicated
to ancient theme are scattered along the tour route
of Palazzo Altemps’ permanent collection in a kind of
fertile fusion.

collaborator at
Migliore + Servetto Architects

made for

Electa

year

2019

type

Exhibition Design

project

Medardo Rosso
Palazzo Altemps, Roma

Silvia De Masi / Architect
profile & portfolio
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Silvia De Masi / Architect
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LE ONARDO E LA MADONNA LIT TA,
MILAN
An exhibition system aimed to enhance the historical
richness of the rooms, returning a place allowing a
reading and absolute concentration around the works
at the same time.
The pathway of discovery, which is designed
in successive stages and structured around a
light, noninvasive set up, plays on a dual layer of
interpretation – that of the works and that of the
rooms that host them – in order to make the visit a
unique, memorable experience.
The succession of the contents defined by the
curatorship thereby made it possible to build a
pathway of knowledge in which the barycentric
position of the Litta Madonna plays the leading role,
to which everything refers back.
Starting from Leonardo da Vinci’s drawings and
continuing by discovering the work of the pupils, the
visiting tour culminates in the room hosting the Litta
Madonna. The painting is presented in the middle of
a veiled backdrop with dark tones. As the absolute
protagonist, it is enhanced by a precise lighting and
the presence of a pair of preparatory drawings on the
side wall.
Immediately afterwards, visitors come to an area
dedicated to the works made by Leonardo da Vinci’s
pupils, where the exhibition maintains the visual
relation with the surroundings in a continuous play of
transparencies.

collaborator at
Migliore + Servetto Architects

made for

Poldi Pezzoli Museum, Milan

year

2019

type

Exhibition Design

project

Leonardo e la Modonna Litta
Museo Poldi Pezzoli, Roma

Silvia De Masi / Architect
profile & portfolio
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COATS MA X MAR A 2017

In Seoul, an impressive architectural structure takes
shape at the centre of the spacious Art Hall 1 of
the Dongdaemun Design Plaza by Zaha Hadid.
An imposing cupola, supported by seven irregular
volumes emerges from the dark, sculpted by the
play of light and shadow, entering into dialogue with
the architecture of the DDP. Inspired by the utopian
monoliths of the French architect Étienne-Louis
Boullée, the purely geometrical lines of great symbolic
value define an open, extremely permeable structure
which can be crossed in any direction, offering each
visitor their own personal pathways through the
exhibition.
Its interior is formed of a large vault, which has been
conceived to allow it to be dematerialised like a
vast planisphere to give life to a dynamic, pulsating
narration, evoking the artistic sensitivity and attention
to detail of Max Mara. The young Korean artist Yiyun
Kang was asked to interpret the exhibition theme
with a digital work to be projected onto this space,
enveloping the observer with a poetic narration in
which images of fabrics, volumes and bodies emerge.
Sequential stages unfold in a journey of discovery
that explores the evolution of the famous fashion
brand, from the 1950s to the present day, as the
spectacular “cabinets of curiosities” outline and
punctuate the pathway through the exhibition. Like
seven exquisite treasure chests, each one opens up to
reveal a spectacular scenario specific to each decade,
conceived to establish a relation between the coats
and the rich collection of objects, historical images
and theatrical evocations.

collaborator at
Migliore + Servetto Architects

made for

Max Mara

year

2017

type

Exhibition design

project

COATS Max Mara Seoul 2017

Silvia De Masi / Architect
profile & portfolio
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Silvia De Masi / Architect
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DMAIL NE W FORMAT STORE
Interior, Environmental Graphics, Identity&Branding,
Lighting: all these items in one project.
The store in via San Paolo in Milan is thus the first
landmark site of the new brand identity and it’s the
pilot project of the new fitting out format for all the
sales points that will follow.
The new logo designed by Migliore+Servetto
Architects for Dmail is a dynamic and lively sign able
to express the meaning of a young, curious brand
always in search of the latest releases. Dmail is, in
fact, a leading brand in the direct sales of innovative
products at the best prices, that finds in the definition
“helpful, unfindable ideas“ the sum of its great
product research.
A place with a strong identity, characterized by a
vivid yellow and by an intensely present graphic
mark, which dialogues with the white of the tubular
steel poles, with the metal sheets folded to create
wide exhibition basins, and with the transparencies of
metallic meshes.
Light is the essential element in the whole interior
design project. Emanated directly by the furniture, it
marks and frames the products’ partition: linear light
rods punctuate the showcases and the wall furniture,
hence framing the ‘focus areas’ with a zoom on
selected products, while suspended light ring define
the central areas, with the lightness of the metallic
tubular poles.

collaborator at
Migliore + Servetto Architects

made for

Percassi

year

2017-2018

type

graphics and retail

project

DMAIL stores

Silvia De Masi / Architect
profile & portfolio
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collaborator at
Migliore + Servetto Architects

DMAIL NE W FORMAT STORE
from the Milan pilot project Dmail moves throughout
Italy up to Europe. The communicative power of
the project manages to arrive and adapt to all the
commercial premises and environments with which
it comes into contact. From the city center to the
shopping center, the strength of the brand and its
style remains momarabile in the shopping experience.

Silvia De Masi / Architect
profile & portfolio
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PAL AZZO DEI CONSERVATORI
INSTALL ATION

The installation concept is based on the concept of
“Reinterpretation.”
First of all, a reinterpretation of the environment
in which it is inserted, as it is immersed in a real
space that must be enhanced, allowing the visitor to
experience it with a new interpretation.
The visitor must be able to have an active experience
in exhibition itinerary and not just being one passive
spectator; the installation must be able to give stimuli
of spatial and movement interaction involving it
spectator and changing his perception of space and
what is present there.
Second, geometric reinterpretation in that the play
of the shapes of the project is based on the infinite
combinatorial possibilities of the geometric alphabet,
especially ellipses.
The ellipse is in fact taken from that of the pavement
of the Michelangelo square of the Capitol.
The layout, therefore, consists of several walls
ellipticals that have the function of descriptive panels
and of views on the works of the courtyard and on
the building itself.
These views and descriptions are the most concrete
way of REVIEWing works already known in an
environment already known, but never seen from
these points of view.
axonometric table with the listed points.

made for

Politecnico di Milano - Master IDEA

year

2017

type

Exhibition design

project

Roma Campidoglio Palazzo dei conservatori

Silvia De Masi / Architect
profile & portfolio
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R AILWAY YARD “ PORTA ROMANA”

The project request was to carry out an urban
redevelopment intervention of an abandoned area
at the Porta Romana station, through the creation of
functional spaces for the city.
The area is near the new university building Bocconi
and the IED Institute, precisely for this reason, students
were considered the main users of the spaces
created. Finding us in close contact with the overpass,
it was decided to exploit this difference in altitude as
a strength of the project. After carefully studying the
context, the project was developed in 3 phases: earth
movements, fracture, rest areas. The will is to go and
create a strong sign of union in a highly fragmented
place.

made for

Politecnico di Milano - Master IDEA

year

2017

type

Exhibition design

project

Milano - Railway yard
“Porta Romana”

Silvia De Masi / Architect
profile & portfolio
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AMORE & PISCHE FABRIZIO DE
ANDRÈ

Through a multimedia setting, not a mere
documentary exhibition by “symbol” objects, of visual
and musical relics, but an emotional experience,
through which everyone will be able to relate to the
life, works, music and words of Fabrizio De Andrè.
The exhibition designed inside MUDEC uses the
metaphor of “Amore & Psiche” to highlight
the inseparable link between the life and works of
the songwriter; a bond marked by a strong passion
recognizable in every historical moment.
To define the project, we started from a grid broken
not canonically at the corners that creates passages
for a free path between life and works. Going forward
along the path, the grid breaks and comes to
consciousness in a large hall dedicated to concerts.
Towards the exit, a material element is symbolically
re-proposed with a video wall timeline that highlights
the bond in silence timeless.

made for

Politecnico di Milano - Master IDEA

year

2017

type

Exhibition design

project

Milan - Narrative Exhibition
“Amore & Psiche-Fabrizio De Andrè”

Silvia De Masi / Architect
profile & portfolio
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2009 1998 1968
Fabrizio è impegnato nella tournée “Mi
innamoravo di tutto”, la cui ultima data si
svolge il 13 agosto a Roccella Jonica.

A Canzonissima Mina interpreta “La canzone di Marinella”: è la svolta nella carriera
artistica di Fabrizio.

UN BLASFEMO

KHORKHANE

LA CANZONE DEL MAGGIO

Stefano Cucchi è stato arrestato dai Carabinieri il 15 Ottobre. Mentre sono ancora in
attesa di vedere il figlio, i familiari ricevono
dai carabinieri la notifica del decreto col
quale il pm autorizzava l'autopsia sul corpo
di Stefano. E' così che i genitori e la sorella
vengono a conoscenza della morte di
Stefano.

È del 1998 la legge Turco-Napolitano, che
cercava di regolamentare ulteriormente i
flussi in ingresso, cercando tra l'altro di
scoraggiare l'immigrazione clandestina e
istituendo, per la prima volta in Italia, i
centri di permanenza temporanea per
quegli stranieri "sottoposti a provvedimenti
di espulsione".

Moti del ‘68, grandi movimenti di massa
socialmente eterogenei (operai, studenti e
gruppi etnici minoritari), formatisi spesso
per aggregazione spontanea, attraversarono quasi tutti i Paesi del mondo con la loro
forte carica di contestazione sui pregiudizi
socio-politici.

Silvia De Masi / Architect
profile & portfolio
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BUCAREST

BUCAREST

PIT TI UOMO FAIR IN FLORENCE:
PIQUADRO

To design the stand dedicated to Piquadro and
The Bridge at Pitti Uomo, the train was chosen as a
means of transporting travelers from one place to
another, also passing through a concept of time, past
and present.
It is therefore the guiding thread that holds the
two brands together, which has been thought of
diversifying, imagining the Piquadro products set in
the present and The Bridge products set in the past.
For this reason, he imagined that he would travel
on two different trains, with stops in different cities,
belonging to the past and present.
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GENE VA MOTOR SHOW: ALFA
ROMEO

For the design of the Alfa Romeo stand, we started
from the “emotion mechanics” of the brand and
declined it through red, technology and passion.
Rosso Alfa becomes is the metaphor for revealing
a competitive nature. To say that red represents
seduction is an understatement: it is itself seductive.
To forcefully attract attention and transmit vitality and
movement, this is the right color. Technology is the
key to mechanics. Through technology, Alfa Romeo
can give rise to that thrill, to the adrenaline that is
experienced by challenging speed, holding a steering
wheel in your hands and freeing your energy.
What can make us feel part of this “mechanics of
emotions” is the humanization of all this. And what
could be more human than a body that frees itself in
space by performing acrobatics, giving rise to sinuous
shapes that, by moving the air, generate emotions?
The sensual shapes of a moving body combined with
the red color unleash the passion of the Alfa Romeo
style.
Gear up. Take off. To accelerate. Learn the steps.
Perform the choreography. To dance. Movement.
After the start, you take the rhythm, find the right
intensity and channel the energy. It frees the mind
of what needs to be done and lets the movements
be automatic. At that moment we start and follow
a direction carried by the flow of emotions: thrill,
adrenaline, tension and making passion prevail.
Architecture therefore becomes an expression of a
soul that feels the shape, the balance of relationships,
the color, which understands and senses without
mental efforts the possibility of also availing itself of
difficulties, challenges, to create new motifs.
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STATION FOR R AILWAY ROUTE
SAIDA-TIARE T

The project in question concerns the realization of the
executive projects of four Algerian railway stations on
the Saida-Tiaret section.
The collaboration began with the creation of the
tables concerning the two passenger stations,
specifically Ain Kermes and Frenda.
Each choice studied, in plan in section and in
elevation, was accompanied by a careful design of
the details. Many tables of drawings in 20 and 10
scale were therefore produced that would help in
understanding the architectural choices, at first, and
subsequently were also practical for the construction
site under construction.
Another fundamental element for the realization of
the projects of the railway stations was the careful
and precise study of the roofs with the forometry of
these and the precise altitude of the individual points.
For the perfect realization of them on site it was also
necessary to accompany the roof plan with a special
axonometric table with the listed points.

contributor at
MSM Ingegneri & Antonio Cafiero Architetto
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MUSEUM CENTER

In the lot of the barracks in Piazzale Maresciallo
Giardino, on the corner with Via Corridoni, a system
for the redevelopment and reuse of this is provided by
the Rome PRG.
The theme of the Thesis Laboratory arises from
the inputs of the PRG of our city. Based on this, the
proposal is to create a museum center which, on the
Viale Angelico-Via Guido Reni axis, would link up with
MAXXI and what will be the new City of Science.
Furthermore, the non-secondary aim was to resolve
the always swollen intersection of Piazzale Maresciallo
Giardino. Before arriving at the Strategic Project of the
new structure of the area, we went through a dense
analysis phase: from historical to green, from activities
to viability.

STRATEGIES:
existing building
STORIC EVOLUTION
Roman gradient
- 1551
- 1748
- 1909
- 1931
- 1960
- 2003

existing green system
road junction “Maresciallo Giardino”
“Lungotevere della Vittoria”
project area + MonteMario new green system
“Viale Angelico”

In our intent, the first fundamental point was to restore
regularity and continuity to the connection between
Viale Angelico and Via Guido Reni. This will make it
easier for the Vittoria district to communicate with
the Flaminio district, also giving full functionality to
the Music bridge. The solution we propose to bury
the part of the Lungotevere della Vittoria, in front
of the Museum of the Weapon and Engineers, will
bring continuity to the Lungotevere natural walk, also
creating a wide green line serving the city and the
museum complex. The new solutions make the visual
and real connection between the Monte Mario green
system and the city freer and more organic.
The new arrangement of Viale Angelico includes a
central rambla, which will give fluidity, and a more
designed and continuous cycle path.
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G R ID

E D G E S / S TE P S

D IAG O N A L S

PATH WAYS

ROME PHOTO MUSEUM

As a project concept, we started from the design
of a grid that regulates and defines the scanning
of spaces. Then the system of openings that define
the passages through geometries that empty the
edges was studied on it. A break of the grid were then
marked two diagonals that in addition to interrupting
the royalty have the purpose of connecting opposite
spaces, between above and below, between right and
left.
Finally, the internal paths of the museum were defined
in the dialogue between the three elements: the
rigidity of the movements in the grid contrasts with
the freedom set by the diagonals.
On the ground floor the spaces are divided, inside,
freely; while outside the grid is marked by a draining
green system, water mirrors and tree-lined flower
beds.
The main entrances are marked by changes of
pavement, the first towards the north leads to the
main hall behind the bar which overlooks the north
square, facing the green area of the new urban
project. The second on the east side reaches triple
height and marks the transition from the grid to the
free spaces, from the horizontal and diffused light to
the zenithal rain light.
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ROME PHOTO MUSEUM

On the exhibition floors the spaces above the
diagonals are articulated following the grid lines.
On the first floor we find the interactive part with
exhibitors, dark room and development room. On the
second floor the permanent themed exhibition and
on the third floor the exhibition rooms with temporary
installations. The “square” rooms on the last floor
are characterized by a skylight for each room. The
spaces below the diagonals are instead free and
freely usable spaces, on the first floor the bookshop
characterized by the design of the furnishings, on
the second and third the multimedia environments
characterized by table and multimedia wall that give
light to the space.
The articulation of the elevations and external
materials is concerned, we first started by choosing
where to open up and where to be more introverted
in order to conceal the services.
So along Viale Angelico it was decided to close
materially with stone façades interrupted by a totally
glass rear part; for the north elevation, the choice
of structural glazing for all four floors is framed by
an overhang of stone elements that conceal the
roof skylights and the fire escape on the right. On
the east elevation it was decided to play with fully
transparent parts and parts entirely in stone following
the movements of the elevation itself. To the south
the pattern of the north elevation is repeated but the
windows are protected by brise-soleil.
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MILAN CIT Y CIVIL CE NTE R

The competition for Milan involves the design of a 900
square meter civic center in the heart of the park “The
library of trees” (now built), behind the Boeri vertical
forest.
The building is positioned in the park by integrating
its forms with the circles of trees that surround it
belonging to the park “the library of trees”.
The rings that give life to the building conceal within
them, two by two, the 3 floors of the civic center which
host different activities.
The internal spaces have been carefully studied,
concentric circles help in the design of the internal
plants. The preliminary study of the functions and the
control of the sizes then led to the final design of the
plans of the individual floors. From the section you
can better understand the functioning of the building,
also from a bioclimatic point of view.
The patio favors the entry of natural light by
reducing the costs of artificial lighting and heating.
The transverse openings favor natural ventilation.
The external skin shields the entrance of the sun,
regulating the glare phenomena and controlling the
thermo-hygrometry.

contributor at Tsudio
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“Cenro Civico di Milano”
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Functional schemes PT-P1-P2
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MIL AN OVERPA S S “ BUS SA”

The competition for Milan involves the design of a 900
square meter civic center in the heart of the park “The
library of trees” (now built), behind the Boeri vertical
forest.
The building is positioned in the park by integrating
its forms with the circles of trees that surround it
belonging to the park “the library of trees”.
The rings that give life to the building conceal within
them, two by two, the 3 floors of the civic center which
host different activities.
The internal spaces have been carefully studied,
concentric circles help in the design of the internal
plants. The preliminary study of the functions and the
control of the sizes then led to the final design of the
plans of the individual floors. From the section you
can better understand the functioning of the building,
also from a bioclimatic point of view.
The patio favors the entry of natural light by
reducing the costs of artificial lighting and heating.
The transverse openings favor natural ventilation.
The external skin shields the entrance of the sun,
regulating the glare phenomena and controlling the
thermo-hygrometry.

contributor at Tsudio
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Bioclimatic System
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HOTE L 4 **** SU PE RIOR
The planned intervention develops in a batch today of
owned by the AMA, former ATAC warehouse.
In the lot there is today a structure of the 1920s called
“rimessalittoria”, a tunnel oriented
north / south and bound by the general
superintendency; within the project it is therefore
maintained and reused according to the reversibility
criteria.
Another key feature of the lot is the difference in
altitude of 4.00 meters below street level; at this
altitude, which can be accessed with a driveway ramp
and with a path in a public park, there is the hotel
lobby and restaurant as well as the luxury restaurant
in the lictory gallery.
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WE
B
website | e-commerce | touristic | SEO | social media | web marketing | grow th hacking

ar tgender. it
made for

Art Gender
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magazine | art | event | agency
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maisondelunet tes .com
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cemeterywalks . it
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Acatholic Cemetery in Rome
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occhialevintage .com
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Barred restaurant
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ilcalicebio.com
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Il Calice Bio
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reckonstore .com
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Reckon
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bistrotbio.com
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Bistrot Bio
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magazine | art | event | agency
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Planet Optical
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ostecivet ta . it
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L’Oste e la Civetta
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Corrado Cagli archive
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g razie
Il design è un atto poetico, la semplicità eroico.
La progettazione ispirata esalta le qualità dei prodotti attraverso eleganti metafore.

Milo Zoia
via portuense 201, 00149 rome italy
+39 349 49 88 756
info@milozoia.com
www.milozoia.com

